INSTALLING THE KRAUS KEYPAD KIT
This instruction sheet shows how to install the keypad kit for 8800E models (twin models contain two keypads). Be
sure to observe all warnings and safeguards regarding precautions for the remote dispensers and pumps.
Warnings and Safeguards are found inside the front cover of your Installation Manual.
1. Turn off the circuit breakers supplying power to the dispenser.
2. Unlock and remove the front panel.
3. Remove the two bolts located over the tabs of the bezel assembly. Lift the bezel assembly upwards and out to
remove.
4. On the upper side frame inside the dispenser, you will see a taped ribbon cable and two standoffs with screws
inside. Remove the tape from the ribbon cable and extend it out toward the front of the dispenser.
5. Remove the screws from the standoffs and set aside.
IMPORTANT: Since you will be installing an electronic component, follow all personal electrostatic
discharge precautions before handling the component.
6. Open the anti-static bag and remove the cable and the PCB assembly, handling PCB by the edges.
7. Install the PCB onto the standoffs as shown and secure with the two screws removed previously.
8. Attach the ribbon cable to the PCB
connector, as shown in diagram below.
9. Unwrap and extend cable. Route the
cable behind the display face panel (see
path at right) so that the white male
connector extends between the display
faces. A female connector will be
present between the display faces,
extending from the head. Plug the male
connector into the female connector.
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10. At the other end of the cable, take up any
slack. Route the cable behind the
conduit and plug small red connector into
the PCB as shown in the diagram below.

11. Replace bezel and door and re-lock.
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